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Background
The context for organising an online symposium:
COVID-19 situation response
The Broken Internet Symposium came about as part of COMPACT risk mitigation strategy that was
reflected in relevant grant agreement amendment put forward by the consortium. Specifically, due to
COVID-19 pandemics, after organising the last in-person symposium in Lisbon, Portugal, it became
uncertain if COMPACT project will be able to proceed with original plan for symposia before the end
of the project. Therefore, and idea was put forward by the consortium to organise several, international
online symposia and online events instead of planned in person symposia. A decision was made that
while the topics selected should be in the domain of media convergence and within the scope of
COMPACT project, it should also reflect on the most recent and pressing issues in the domain.

The Broken Internet Symposium (TBIS) has been set up as a venue to engage with media convergence
stakeholders over the issues researched under Work Package 3 relating to challenges witch social media
pre-standardisation linked with the issue of competition between platforms and mainstream media as
well as an elaboration the un-investigated influence of technology platforms on democratic processes at
national, EU and broadly international level. The symposium takes over from the 5W on 5G Symposium,
organised several months before that engaged with the stakeholders over issues related to the next
generation infrastructures. Specifically, TBIS symposium has been designed as part of the response to
the project review recommendation to look closer at pre-standardisation challenges from social media
and media convergence perspective. That expectation coincided with increasingly visible challenges
related to the issue of information gatekeepers, freedom of speech vs. moderation and censorship as well
as biases induced by advertising models. Those issues came out as very prominent in particular in the
last part of the USA election and final moments of the 45th presidency. Our symposium originally
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planned on 21st of December has been postponed to 21st of January 2021. Our decision was driven by
principle of assuring top-quality event and including newly investigated elements in the discussion.
Additionally, extra time allowance resulted with broader dissemination and significant audience
attracted guarantying better stakeholder engagement and impact.
The response of the audience has been significant, with some very prominent speakers expressing
interest in a follow up event. Therefore, we consider organising another (post-COMPACT) event on the
topic. In particular, since the final WP3 works provides cutting edge innovative research in the
convergence-related interplay between legacy media and social media, we decided to design special
strategic communication approach to it based on final review comments and discussions over interest of
the stakeholders to push for policy, industrial and legislative changes, as well as continuous monitoring
of European economic and cultural space on designed indicators.

The mission and the scope of the symposium
This event was intended to communicate, discuss and validate COMPACT WP3 latest research related
to the interplay ICT, social media and mainstream media, with its impact on the society and democracy.
The effort was put in the context of investigating the possibility to regulate and standardise the social
media space. Specifically, the intention was to look deeper into the issues that hinder the prestandardisation initiatives in the area of media convergence and to look closer at the fundamental issues
with the Internet as we know it. The premise we tried to validate was that there are unknown mechanisms
in the interplay of the media, ICT and social components that have created a deadlock in daily online
communication and factual news dissemination. Since our final research is going to reveal quite
revolutionary views on the space of the convergent media and social media, our intention was to validate
it with our stakeholders in the context of the latest events. More concretely, our intention was to discuss
some of our findings (tentatively) in relation to the ubiquitous heated debates over social media and
democracy, freedom of speech and moderation, governed largely by automated algorithms and
ambiguous platform policies without relevant standardisation. That was in line with our strategy to put
COMPACT research work in the most recent context of the media and convergence domain.

COMPACT project context and target audience
The objective of the COMPACT project is to increase awareness (including scientific, political, cultural,
legal, economic and technical areas) of the latest technological discoveries among key stakeholders in
the context of social media and convergence.
We believe that the material from the symposium may guide the policy makers, journalists and general
public to have a better understanding of the issues of the convergent media and social media
environment. Specifically, we discussed the issues faced by journalists who shared their experience in
working with the new medium, as well as the socio-technical implications of the convergence on their
work. We analysed the political and democratic implications of convergence with policy makers,
especially in the context of the digital platforms. In addition, we validated these notions with
technologists and academics coming from both sides of the Atlantic, gaining both EU and the US
perspective.
We believe the research and analysis performed as part of COMPACT largely benefited from and are
beneficial to a multi-stakeholder community concerned with the problems of social media and content
convergence. This has especially been impacted by the constructive discussions hosted in the TBI
Symposium.
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Methods of dissemination
The partners used various methods of online communication to reach out to a broad range of speakers.
Specifically, COMPACT partners used the mailing lists and their individual networks to secure relevant
speakers and audience. Social media channels (FB and Twitter campaign, LinkedIn and dedicated virtual
channels) were also used to raise awareness of the symposium. Thus, the Facebook Campaign brought
10.000 Impressions and 7.700 Reach.
Relevant press release was created and disseminated to press (Appendix I) and education materials were
produced (Annex II and Annex III) on the topic and disseminated. Our symposium was advertised on
the following websites, including COMPACT website:
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu
https://twitter.com/projectcompact
http://compact-media.eu/
https://cordis.europa.eu/event/id/148523-the-broken-internet-symposium
For the purpose of the event also relevant short video introducing agenda and speakers was produced:
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/410352310270842
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Event registration was organised via Eventbrite platform where speakers and participants could acquire
relevant free tickets. Eventbrite link was disseminated via all dissemination channels. Eventbrite was
also used as a major communication tool with the registered participants before and after the event. We
reached significant number of 152 tickets sold for the direct participation.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-broken-internet-symposium-tickets-132452102805#
The link to the Eventbrite page was disseminated via mailing-lists, direct emails and social media, a
press release was also disseminated (Appendix I). For the purpose of dissemination, a special attractive
banner was made to emphasise the “broken nature” of the internet.

Figure 1: TBIS Eventbrite ticket sales

Information was sent by e-mails to the AEI contact network in Ukraine and abroad. AEI disseminated
information on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, including different Facebook and LinkedIn groups, as
well as a paid advertisement.
We reviewed the list of 14 - projects that were funded by the EC on the same priority as the COMPACT
ICT-19-2017 - Media and content convergence (https://cutt.ly/qjU1bPd) and have sent invitations to
participate in TBIS to organizations that are members of consortia of these 14 projects.
Same invitations were shared across other networks as well, for example, the NCP ICT network of the
Ideal ist project (https://www.ideal-ist.eu/event/broken-internet-symposium)
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The participants and the target audience
To ensure strong diversity of views and opinions we strived to bring policy makers, the representatives
of the media (journalists), technologists, academia and the new generation of media people - social media
vloggers to provide multi-perspective comprehensive discourse. The symposium was targeted to policy
makers as well as to media and broader public. It aimed to discuss the key issues related to the state of
information creation, distribution and consumpion online. The discussed topics were all delivered in an
interactive and interdisciplinary manner.

The symposium delivery
The symposium was hosted on the 21st of January 2021 (postponed from Dec 2020) and it was realized
as an online webinar and delivered via popular ZOOM platform with 10 presenters and around 60 direct
participants who were allowed to engage directly with the speakers.

Figure 2: The Broken Interne Symposium on ZOOM Dr. Loni Hagen – University of South Florida, USA speaking.

The symposium was also live streamed via Facebook for broader audience and for additional feedback
(the chat was monitored by the organizers throughout the event) as no audience limit applied to FB. The
stream
was
publicly
available
at
COMPACT
Facebook
profile:
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu The FB stream was watched by 300 people on the day.
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Figure 3: The Broken Interne Symposium on ZOOM – Mr. Nikita Poturaev MEP, Ukraine speaking

The Webinar started at 4:00 PM CET and concluded at 7:30 CET (1h longer than expected)
For clarity of our international audience, we provided timing for specific locations:
EU: Dublin 3:00 PM , Brussels 4:00 PM , Warsaw 4:00 PM Outside EU: New York 10:00 AM

Agenda
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Speakers
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We put extra emphasis to ensure gender balance when composing the panels and we had 6 women and
4 mean among the invited external speakers at the symposium. In terms of COMPACT speakers, we had
one woman and 2 men.

Performance Metrics & Assets
The event was preceded with one month of preparations including preparation of materials and
contacting individuals through direct emails, mailing lists as well as social media. Relevant press
release was also released.
NUMBERS:
142 – Eventbrite Registrations
10 – Speakers present via ZOOM
60 – Participants present on the day via ZOOM
300 – views during the stream on Facebook platform
7700 – total reach on Facebook
3h 36min – total duration of the online session
The video recording of the entire session:
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/463615947972982

Findings
Links Shared
https://en.unesco.org/news/supporting-journalism-sustainability-immediate-solutions-urgent-problem
https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-and-world-association-news-publishers-join-forces-ensure-survivalworlds-media
https://en.unesco.org/publications/balanceactBalancing Act: Countering Digital Disinformation while
respecting Freedom of Expression
https://en.unesco.org/publications/balanceact
https://en.unesco.org/internet-universality-indicators/ai-roam
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Summary
Information Gatekeepers and Democracy – Freedom of Speech vs Moderation, Extreme News
and Online Manipulation
The first discussion kicked off with brief elaboration upon the 45th presidency of the USA and the most
recent event surrounding it, that had a strong root in social media convergence. The speakers noted that
the 45th president of the USA will never be forgotten with 88 M of followers and huge influence over
social media. Known for his controversial posts often classified as disinformation was very successful
in communication with his audiences elevating his power and having strong impact in the real world by
causing shifts to the market and spinning large social movements. The speakers concluded, that nonfactual politically important information is allowed to be disseminated that can have very significant
implications. The people who are misguided by disinformation hosted on the platforms can endanger not
only the public stability and safety but can also endanger the platforms themselves and their business
models. Few examples of attacks on the infrastructure were given (5G towers burned). However, extreme
cases of that kind should not be considered a problem but rather the symptom of The Broken Internet.
The alarming state of the information exchange affairs has been increasingly difficult and elevated in the
world struck by the 2020 pandemics. The increased traffic and the increased attention to online events
create unprecedented avenues for misuse and creates a variety of risks for modern democracies.
In the vast amount of content shared and the policies being applied by companies and legislators, there
is a prominent case of conflict between the side that believes in strong moderation and those who believe
freedom of speech must be protected at all cost. In this case, two initiatives from European Commission:
DSA and DMA seem to be of great importance and are hoped to bring more balance in this field and
bring more clarity to the processes that govern the online communication spaces.
There is certain dichotomy of interest in terms of intention and understanding of how social media should
work. Social Networks want people to spend more time on the platforms, therefore emotional content is
preferred and ranked higher by automated algorithms to generate more traffic and attract more attention
to contents shared. Here the speakers discussed the fundamental question how do we value the persons
attention online. There seem to be paucity of research and investigation in this field creating a lot of
opportunity for use and unethical business models.
The 45th USA presidency generated unprecedented levels of traffic online but was there real value in that
traffic is another question to ask. Understanding the value of attention and constructive satisfaction for
human needs to learn and communicate, requires much more understanding also from the platform
perspectives. People should engage, but are people discussing and fighting online constantly really
beneficial for the business long term? Attention is scarce resource and more studies are required to figure
the ethics and major principles in that field in regards to advertising and politics.
The other aspect discussed in the panel related to the issue of online biases and how do they affect the
democracies in the context of ICT, media and social media convergence. The research shows that the
paradox of Social Media is that majority of users (like on Twitter -65%) are left-leaning ideologically
but most influential accounts are coming from the right-leaning ideologically group (such as the 45th
president and his peers).
As the new online media became more influential than traditional media sources how to define a media
outlet and what defines new media is difficult to state in the new convergent space. Facebook and Twitter
are very mainstream platforms today (often simply boring or for various reasons, including strong
9

moderation, do not fulfil user needs) and people start to pick up alternative platforms for communication.
It can be observed that the application of technology as a system of governance is highly centralised
solution for centralised government with a lot of control. This does not support the development and the
industrial revolution that is emerging. Decentralisation in the field, both in terms of market and
technology seems to be essential to ensure pluralism of views and healthy public space and healthy
public discourse.
In this context, the new regulations are in preparation at national level that complement the DSA/DMA
by EC. An example of new regulation in Poland was elaborated upon proposing that social media
platforms will not be able to delete content or block user accounts (by their own decision) if the content
does not violate Polish law. Examples of legislation from Germany and France were given, of opposite
in nature policies, where there is emphasis on the quick removal of contents. In those cases, if content is
considered to violate the local law, the rules go above the protection of freedom of speech that in the
assessment of the provisions presented is considered primarily repressive in nature. High fines of up to
EUR 50 million are envisaged for social networking site that does not comply quickly, in those countries.
[More on that topic can be explored in the Annex IV where we included Dagmara Sidyk’s presentation
on her request to further disseminate her presentation.]
The discussion followed toward fundamental understanding of social media as a public space. As our
UNESCO speakers stated: “Social Media have broken the traditional judiciary borders”. Policy makers
stressed that social media are “private garden” that is hard to manage. They are a private public space
therefore they have much freedom in governing their space as they wish. There are differences in
approach to regulating social media in the USA and EU, in the US the 1st amendment allows the private
companies to moderate their platforms quite freely.
Are Media Dead Yet? The impact of advertising, algorithmic ranking and misinformation on
media and journalism
Mainstream media and journalism trying to go down to the social media style is dangerous. Media must
be fundamentally re-think and not enough attention seems to be given to the fact of rapid decline in local
newspaper readership and many journalists and media house employees losing their jobs. Among the
speakers in the panels some had personal experience of transitioning from offline to online due to current
circumstances.
The AI-driven content ranking and filtering systems are responsible for mainstream media trying to “play
the ball” and lower their content standards and making it less factual but more emotional with preferred
strong sentiment. That creates a serious problem for quality journalism sustainability.
The extreme news sells well online. Therefore, the reality remains that social media allow a spread of
unverified news, there is no clear standards – “you see what you want to see” elevated by the social
bubble issue and that slowly kills the journalism as we know it.
The outlets which do not present high quality content via traditional means of dissemination are quite
successful online. There is value in building audience over solid content and that also warrants relative
audience stability offline. However online, the one with “deep pockets” can disseminate whatever they
want and be largely successful.
In that context, newspaper technology seems gone, the new technologies clearly push out traditional
means of communication and there is no way back.
The continuous convergence of media and technology which is often attributed to the next industrial
revolution creates completely new ways of doing business over news and content. That transformation
cannot be stopped yet requires moderation and policies that will help the market to transition. The
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numerous new media entities that emerged and often far surpass the impact of traditional media houses
already, such as accounts of online influencers, building on top of online channels are also facing issues.
Specifically, the copyright policies and automated, algorithmic, AI-driven copyright systems that
endanger creator’s rights in terms of fair use - YouTube examples were elaborated. The AI, that is
believed to be the “holy grail” in ensuring content moderation does not seem to be solving the
fundamental problem with fair content dissemination. Moreover, it seems increasingly difficult for new
players to stay competitive in the monopolised digital dissemination highways. It is particularly
challenging as sufficient level of exposure requires significant critical resources to start with to generate
sustainable revenue. COVID-19 inflates the issue as more and more players are forced to move online.
The lack of choice or options for platforms that are less saturated creates unprecedented levels of
competition. Moreover, the monopoly of the platforms allows the owners to dictate their rules on how
they reward content creators and how much advertising they attach to the content, leaving no choice to
media and content producers but to comply.

How to disrupt the Status Quo in the Internet Media Convergence
The final discussion in the symposium focused entirely on solutions to the Broken Internet. One of the
major solutions put forward has been around the need for more transparency of platforms. Specifically,
UNESCO has been advocating for the internet companies to launching their transparency reports and
making algorithms transparent but that did not happen. The consolidation and convergence of audiences
(2B active users for Facebook) creates very strong public influence and implications that require proper
ethical consideration and policies that would ensure critical level of plurality.
The freedom of “Receiving Information” was mentioned as an emerging term discussed around social
media. People must be informed to make their own choices and decisions while they should receive true
information. In that context, a strong push for pluralism in the social media space was indicated as a
major need both in terms of market and technologies. Also, geographic pluralism was discussed, as the
USA focus and USA-centrality in social media exchange does affect the scope and the leaning of the
online discussions. Finally, the fundamental rules for the working of those platforms should be location
agnostic.
The need for acknowledgment of political implications of the media convergence and consolidation of
audiences has been put forward as an important matter. Specifically, the need for transparency for the
connection between commercial and political power is pivotal. As the speakers said: it’s not a matter of
left or right but sustaining and growing our civilisation. In this context, the freedom of expression rule
can be understood very ambiguously and is defined differently in many places. It’s not a matter of
quantity but quality – “having 1000 of channels and nothing on it”. The meaningful and valuable
communication should be priority also with respect to the value of human attention.
The model for journalism and media both in terms of delivery and business model needs to be redesigned as current models are clearly not sustainable and it’s only a matter of time before the major
mainstream media disappear. The ecosystem needs to be adapted to the new socio-technical reality
In that case we must ensure that the journalism should not lose the capacity to deliver to other forms of
news dissemination. Government should take action to help media to transition to the new models.
Efficient and objective news delivery should be a priority for the general good. The Governments
however have limited capacity to grasp the complexity of the interplay of the ICT, media and social
media in order to formulate better policy and require help from researchers and experts.
Speakers stressed that despite all the efforts regulation or standardisation is not necessairly the solution
that is going to bring a fundamental change to the ecosystem and the way the information is disseminated.
Instead, specific new business models and market changes followed by relevant efforts at guaranteeing
11

sufficient level of media literacy is provided. Regulation should rather focus on supporting a fair
competitive market rather than interfere with news dissemination at the level of content.

Conclusion
Our symposium assists policy makers and general audience in answering the burning questions related
to the issue of media convergence and the interplay of ICT, media and social media in the context of the
rise of the influence of the information highways gatekeepers and issues of freedom of speech and
endangered democracy. Specifically, we elaborated upon the major challenges faced by traditional news
and information dissemination approaches and visible, progressing decline of traditional media. The
downfall of traditional media is reflected both in terms of lower quality of news, increased disinformation
and manipulation but also through shrinking revenue and many smaller media houses going out of
business. Traditional business models are not sustainable and if media do not adapt to the fast-changing
socio-technical reality, they will face extinction. In that context, the emergent media building their
profile online, as well as the (so called) influencers also face issues resulting from the social media
monopolies and the limited space for fair treatment in the market. The increased online competition and
limited choices in terms of dissemination highways create new challenges for freedom of speech and
political plurality, encumbering any healthy debate. The speakers agreed that strong regulation of
platforms or innovative AI-driven solutions to tackle disinformation and political biases have so far
failed to ensure safe and fair public discourse. That issue is also propagated in terms of unequal revenue
and largely unfair participation in the value created and disseminated online, often harming the new
players that wish to join the market.
As a response to the above issues, a recommendation has been made for the policy makers and the
relevant stakeholders to focus more on ensuring better media literacy, widen the market, introduce more
options for dissemination, and allow the public space to self-balance rather than taking the rule of
enforcement. Therefore, the solutions are sought to come from allowing the convergence of ICT, media
and social media to progress and evolve in an organic manner.
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Annex I Press Release
COMPACT: FROM RESEARCH TO POLICY THROUGH
RAISING AWARENESS OF THE STATE OF THE ART
ON SOCIAL MEDIA AND CONVERGENCE

The 21st of January

Project Number 762128
CALL: H2020-ICT-2016-2017
TOPIC: ICT-19-2017

TBIS
The Broken Internet Symposium

On Thursday, 21st of Jan 2020 we invite all of you to join The Broken Internet Symposium. The event will start
at 4PM CET and conclude at 6:30 PM.
In this event we shall answer fundamental questions about the future of the internet that has been
challenged significantly in the face of the pandemics and late politics so severely in 2020. We shall tackle the
issue of Big-Tech Gatekeepers of communication and information distribution as well as the issue of native
advertising in news. We shall also discuss the hot topic of Freedom of speech vs. censorship & moderation.
Some of the latest issues related to major cancellations of social accounts and shutting down social media
platforms will be also tackled.
TBIS will be structured as follows:
4:00 PM – Introduction and Agenda Setting
4:05 PM – Presentations by Speakers
4:15 PM – Panel 1: Information Gatekeepers and Democracy – Freedom of Speech vs Moderation, Extreme
News and Online Manipulation
5:00 PM – Panel 2: Are Media Dead Yet? The impact of advertising, algorithmic ranking and misinformation
on media and journalism
5:45 PM – Panel 3: How to disrupt the Status Quo in the Internet Media Convergence
6:30 PM The Event Concludes
Register today: HERE

•

TBIS
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Annex II Discussion Materials by NUIG
The Broken Internet M1

Advertising dependency as a major obstacle to mainstream
media objectivity – should ads drive news or news drive adds?
Media, have been largely dependent on advertising
today as they were in the past. Business owners and
corporations who are the major adverstiging
customers have their right to withdraw their support
from contents they do not approve or that does not
favour them.
The situation has been already observed decades
ago in the case of newspapers. In the work titled
“Advertising Pressures on Newspapers: A Survey”
authors (Soley & Craig, 1992) stress that in their
study that “just under ninety percent (newspapers)
reported that advertisers attempted to influence the
content of stories appearing in their papers; ninety
percent had economic pressure applied on them by
advertisers because of their reporting; and thirtyseven percent had capitulated to advertiser
pressure”.
The problem of adveristing dependency makes a
broad range of commercial media quite partisan and
socially controlled. The author of “Business,
Advertising, and the Social Control of News”, Craig,
R. L. (Craig, 2004), brings back many cases reaching
as far as 50s. The author argues that “relying on
advertising revenue has a negative impact on the
diversity of media content.”While independence of
government should make media less politicaly
biased they can’t stay objective while being
indirectly funded through advertising by specific
commercial entities of specific interests.” Authors
stress that this mechanism does not only undermine
the mainstream media’s political diveristy but also
makes them put a “blind eye” on contents that do
not favour large advertising customers (Craig, 2004).

Other author, Erjavec, K., in her work “Beyond
Advertising and Journalism: Hybrid Promotional
News Discourse” corroborates that position by
stressing on the fact that the news production
process inherently incorporates advertising
practices and reveals “that the key actor in the
process of production is the advertiser”(Erjavec,
2004).

The comprehensive study of the advertising and
media bias, by Daniel Sutter (Sutter & Journal,
2002) , points out interesting dependencies. One
is that media are less biased if alternative
revenue streams are available to advertising and
second one is contribution from those wishing to
be published. At the time of publishing that work
the author stresses that “advertising provides
between 80-100 percent of revenue for major
news organizations”. That gap seems to be
narrowing even more in the digital era where
physical newspapers sales and subscriptions are
falling rapidly.
Moreover as author points out “Advertisingsupported media can offer their news product at
a sub-sidized (or even zero) price to consumers”.
That creates unfair competition and imbalance in
the market and drives out the traditional media
revenue streams. Moreover the author stresses
that “transmission of messages that fail to
generate sufficient demand is inefficient”.
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That statement is even more actual today than it was
in 2005 and is strongly corroborated in the era of
social media and ranked search engines dominance
where only extreme news makes its way to the top
of the list.
In this content, Matt Carlson in his work (Carlson,
2015) states that “online journalism cannot
sustainably mimic offline news forms”. In particular
he argues “advertising moves from an afterthought
to part of the package, which causes editorial and
advertising arms of news organizations to comingle
in uncharted ways that cannot be properly
analyzed through reference to existing scholarship
predicated on the pre-digital journalism–
advertising relationship”. That striking observation
challenges the classic view on journalistic autonomy
as we now it.
Additional inherent problem here is presented
recent works by by Amazeem and Wojdynski
(Amazeen & Wojdynski, 2019) who point out the
problem of disambiguation between sponsored
content and news. According to the authors it
becomes increasingly a challenge for readers to have
the clear intention of the credibility and intention of
the news presented due to ubiquitious advertising
policies. They suggest that relevant regulation
should be put in place to help readers have better
understanding of the content they are reading and
how geniuine news it is.

According to European Commission, Joint
Research Centre report (Martens et al.,
2018) the algorithm-driven news distribution
platforms such as social media or search
engines while lowered the costs and widened
reach for news, they isolated content editors
from news distribution. Therefore, the news
distribution became “algorithm-driven,
often with a view to maximize traffic and
advertising revenue”. The authors stress
that this situation “weakens the role of
trusted editors as quality intermediaries
and facilitates the distribution of false and
fake news content”. They also predict that
this will lead undoubtably to multiple news
market failures in the near future.
That notion is also repeated by Bakir and
McStay in their work “Fake News and The
Economy of Emotions” (Bakir & McStay,
2018) who argue that the market is
dominated by “emotionally targeted news
produced by algo-journalism and
(…)
‘empathic media’ “ .
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The Broken Internet M2

Mitigation of media bias through competition: Media monopoly
and degrading of media credibility – paid, fake and extreme news
Healthy competition has been benefiting many
industries for decades. Graham B. et al. in their work
titled: “Advertising Spending and Media Bias:
Evidence from News Coverage of Car Safety Recalls”
(Beattie et al., 2020) argue that competition for
readership effectively mitigates the advertising bias
and more competition from online platforms
exacerbates the effect. Therefore, the more
consolidation of media ownership and the more
media-monopoly we observe the more proadvertiser bias is present. That competition is
increasingly hard to come by though as other author
Greer J. suggests, in her extensive study “Mass
Communication and Society Evaluating the
Credibility of Online Information: A Test of Source
and Advertising Influence” (Greer, 2009). According
to the author, the newsreaders give much more
credibility to established brands such as The New
York Times than any new-comer media and any
important side-clues on credibility do not matter
much as they do not notice “cues outside of source
cues”. Moreover, the type of advertising presented
along to the user has no impact on the news
credibility. That was corroborated by other more
recent works by Howe P. et al. (Howe & Teufel, 2014)
who reports that, in the context of online advertising
whether native or banner type has no significant
effect on the overall news website perceived
credibility.
In principle however, due to news market
conditions, all media types are gradually losing
credibility as per works by Amazeen and Muddiman
(Amazeen & Muddiman, 2018). The authors argue
that while newer media outlets loose more rapidly,
the established houses retain more credibility
thanks to strong brands.

In this context, native advertising by large
publishers creates a very dangerous situation
where non-validated or biased news can pass as
solid just for the sake of the brand behind specific
view-point. Moreover, that supports a market
where smaller media houses may face “revenue
starvation” if their message is not striking or
extreme enough to capture readers attention
and be considered in the first place or to reach a
high enough ranking in search engines to earn it’s
adds.

That situation only deepens with every year as
Jesper L. reports in “Native Advertising Trends in
News Media” (Laursen, 2017) in 2017 that large
publishers expect the revenue from native
advertising to reach 32% in 2020 while some
expect even up to 100%. Additional interesting
point raised her is the threat of fake news being
spread through native advertising and it seems
an increasing problem.
The problem of media monopoly by large houses
also elevates the issue of polarization in news
reporting. Specifically, Gal-Or E. et al. (Gal-Or et
al., 2012) that when advertisers use a singlehome strategy in news that directly leads to
greater polarization of news reporting and stress
on the need of heterogeneity.
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More importantly authors argue that “if
newspapers moderate bias, they are forced to
compete more aggressively not only by subscribers
but for advertisers as well”.
That is corroborated in the book by Rian McNair
(McNair, 2017) who stresses that Liberal Media lost
their subscription revenue while fake and low
quality news outlets multiply their profits earned
over social media-driven distribution.
The final, related issue is presented by Ellman and
Germano in “WHAT DO THE PAPERS SELL? A MODEL
OF ADVERTISING AND MEDIA BIAS” from The
Economic Journal (Ellman & Germano, 2009). The
authors argue that “that advertising automatically
influences reporting in monopolistic media
markets” and that this influence may lead to poor
coverage of important issue. Here authors mention
severe consequences for these markets that may
have strong implications on health, environment
and democracy. As a recommendation authors
suggest that “regulators should try to prevent
coordinated pressure by large, concentrated
advertisers” and related mechanisms (such as
internet services) that perpetuate the broken nature
of the news space.

The author of “Towards professional
participatory storytelling in journalism and
adverising”, Mark Deuze stresses that the
“professional identity of media work could
only be maintained if it includes a
participatory component — such as a notion
of storytelling as a collaborative
experience.” The author stresses that can be
only achieved if smaller local media
ecosystems (closer to customer)
are
sustained. The authors argues that removing
the gap between the “producer and
consumer” is an important component of the
emerging trends. This does not mean to
allow everybody to become a journalist, or
to propagate generally understood citizenjournalism as we can observe in the golden
era of social media, but rather, support
trained professional journalists working
very close to their “customers”. More
importantly the author points out that
“advertisers and journalists should be
trained to think about the stories they tell as
co–created with (…) audiences, users,
consumers or citizens” (Deuze, 2005).
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Annex III Materials By M21F
The Broken Internet M3.1

CYBEREC FORUM: TOGETHER AGAINST ADVERSARIAL INTERNET

The conventional Internet is currently like a system
of roads with deep potholes and highwaymen all
over the place. Even if you still can use the roads (e.g.
send emails, or browse websites) your vehicle might
get hijacked, damaged, or long arms might reach
into its back and steal your items (data) to use it
against you and sell it to others - while you can't
even notice the thievery nor accuse and hold the
scroungers accountable. The Internet was not
designed with security in mind: protecting against
address forgery, routers learning metadata, or
choosing trustworthy third parties is nontrivial and
sometimes impossible.

The CYBEREC Forum, with its leitmotif Together
Against Adversarial Internet, will be a platform
to discuss the way forward in building
cybersecurity in the new digital reality. Together,
as a CYBERSEC community, we can prove that
2020 will also be a year when cybersecurity
becomes a key priority on the political and
strategic agendas of organisations and countries.

What is CYBERSEC?

From the very beginning of humankind history, with
each new innovation also came new perils. Every
technology, next to its primary goal of improving
the well-being of societies, also has another side,
enabling the adversarial and malicious activities. So
does one of the greatest inventions of the last
century that completely transformed our lives – the
Internet, the supreme example of digital
technologies which in the midst of the coronavirus
pandemic are now rapidly moving us to the new fully
digital world – our so-called new normal.
The new digital world should be therefore created
with responsibility and the willingness to learn and
develop a common understanding of what it takes to
keep using a given technology for good.

The voices on how cybersecurity should be
addressed by like-minded states were heard in
unison–only a collaborative effort can drive
remarkable effects. Even countries such as the
United Kingdom, a true cyber power, which has
been awarded with 2020 European CYBERSEC
Award, shared this point of view, assuring that
their allies are welcomed to using their
innovative mindset and technology.
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Just as we internationally cooperate in
exploring outer space, we could find a
compromise in using new technologies that
are available globally. NATO has already
identified both cyber and outer spaces as
operational domains.

The urge for international collaboration and setting
effective regulations that won’t limit innovation but
at the same time will prevent emerging technologies
from getting out of control and being used in
malicious manner could be heard clearly.
When it comes to the future of technology and its
implications on cybersecurity, like-minded countries
need to find ways in the new digitized world, but at
the same time, they mustn’t forget how great the
global Internet has been to the global society.
Diminishing its role in free information sharing
would be a loss to humanity – admit panelists.
However, there was a great concern that the
decoupling of supply chain and Splinternet will be
the options that will drive the digital world in the
future.
Making our part of the world more immune to cyber
threats while further developing emerging
technologies is an effort that requires collaboration
on many levels. All stakeholders need to be invited
to the conversation, from alliances, governments,
and regulators, through businesses and academia,
up to the individuals. Interestingly, the solution
might be inspired by stars.

As few speakers noticed, previously, new
technologies have been developed for
military use and were populated towards
open use later. Since the invention of the
Internet, the companies came up with new
ideas that can be also beneficial for defensive
forces. This, however, creates security
challenges such as in the case of 5G network
deployment – the technology that can
contribute greatly to further growth of our
society. For military use and state security,
the infrastructure needs to be set up
carefully, with the highest security standards
kept in mind.
References
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Annex IV Presentation by Dagmara Sidyk

Content moderation vs. freedom of speech
– the case of Poland and social media.
A review study
Dagmara Sidyk, MA
Faculty of Journalism, Information and Book Studies | University of Warsaw
dagmara.sidyk@uw.edu.pl

Has the internet become a failed state?

Source: J. Naughton, Has the internet become a failed state?, The Observer [online]
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Meet the game-changers

Internet intermediaries
(search engines, social media,
microblogging services, audio visual
services, etc.)

•

common stakeholders or
major players?
• enablers or disruptors?
• tech or publishing
platforms?

Source: Flowtown (horizontal version available via Tama Leaver)

Content moderation on social media
•
•

If the administrator of a social network, blog, forum or other website modifies or at
least verifies the content posted by users, we are dealing with content moderation.
Four main reasons for using moderation:
–
–
–
–

•

the concern for the quality of the content;
to fight spam;
to avoid liability for content that may be illegal;
out of concern for their own interests or image.

Moderation can be carried out in different ways and at different stages:
–
–
–
–

The content can be moderated before publishing (the moderator accepts every new entry) or after it is
published (the moderator reviews new entries and possibly deletes them).
The role of the moderator may be limited to admitting (or not admitting) content or extended to the
possibility of modifying the content or publishing comments visible to others.
Moderation can be automatic or manual.
Moderation can be done by a designated person, automatically or by community.

More info: Panoptykon
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The case of content moderation
Reason for concern:
• balancing between fundamental rights and other fundamental rights or
legitimate interests / goals
• = untypical function for internet intermediaries
–

this function typically belongs to states

More info: Elena Dodonova (Council of Europe), Human Rights Framework of Platform Regulation during ITM Conference on Hate Speech &
Platform Regulation, November 2020.

Responsibility for the content – the Polish state of the play
According to the Polish law:
• the publisher (user) is responsible for the publication of the content
• the intermediary (platform) is liable only if it knows about a violation of the law and does
not react
–
–

= notice & takedown rule (Art. 14 of the Act of 18 July, 2002 on Providing Services by Electronic Means; + Art. 14 of
the Directive 2000/31/EC on electronic commerce)
= it is not obliged to monitor and assess the information that appears on its platform or server.
• Why? The greater the responsibility, the greater the propensity to censor.
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The Polish case: new legislative initiative
The Act on the Protection of Freedom of Speech on the Internet
• New legislative initiative announced in December 2020
–
–

–

•

a project prepared by the Ministry of Justice
main aims of the project presented at press conferences and via press releases
• Sebastian Kaleta, Deputy Minister of Justice during a press conference: The regulations shall prevent the effects of
arbitrary decisions made by social media owners
• Mateusz Morawiecki, Prime Minister of Poland in a Facebook post: We are now increasingly faced with practices we
believed were left in the past. The censoring of free speech, once the domain of totalitarian and authoritarian regimes,
is now back, but in a new form, run by corporations, who silence those who think differently. (…) Poland will always
stand at the guard of democratic values, including freedom of speech. The owners of social media networks cannot
operate above the law. That is why we will do everything to define the frame of operations of Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and other similar platforms. In Poland we will regulate with appropriate national regulation. We will also
suggest similar laws be passed in all of the EU.
to this day: no official draft law

What will the new regulations change?
–
–

social media platforms will not be able to delete entries or block user accounts (by their own decision), if the content does
not violate Polish law
• the user will have the right to submit a complaint to the site
the protection of people whose personal rights are violated by anonymous internet users
• John/Jane Doe lawsuit (in cases of infringement of personal rights)

Content moderation
NEW: preventing the arbitrary decisions made by SM platforms
•

Assessment of provisions adopted in Germany and France:
–

•

These regulations put emphasis on the quick removal of content that is considered to violate the law of a given country, and not on the
protection of freedom of expression. Therefore, these regulations are primarily repressive in nature. For example, in Germany, a social
networking site that breaks the law is subject to a very high financial penalty - up to EUR 50 million. Moreover, the minister of justice
ultimately decides whether the posted content breaks the law.

Original proposition (Dec 2020):
–
–

If the content is removed or the account is blocked, the user will have the right to submit a complaint to the platform. There will be also a
right to submit a complaint about publications containing content that does not comply with Polish law (with a request to block them).
The platform, within 48 hours, will have to investigate the complaint. If it issues a negative decision, the user will be able to go to the
specialized court, and the court will consider the complaint within seven days.
•

•

= the creation of a specialized Court for the Protection of the Freedom of Speech, established in one of the district courts

Current proposition (Jan 2021):
–
–

–
–

If the platform blocks the account or deletes the entry, although its content does not violate Polish law, the user will be able to submit a
complaint.
The platform will have to deal with the complaint within 48 hours. If the content stays removed (or the account blocked), the user will be
able to appeal to the Freedom of Speech Council, which will consider it within seven days.
•
= the appointment of a five-person Council for the Freedom of Speech, which will guard the constitutional freedom of expression on social networking sites; the
Council is to include experts in the field of law and new media, appointed by the Sejm.
The decision of the Council will be subject to appeal to the court.
•
Which one?
For the lack of compliance with the decisions of the Freedom of Speech Council or the court, the Council will be able to impose an administrative penalty on the social media
platform in the amount of PLN 50,000. PLN up to PLN 50 million (approx. EUR 11 million).
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The infringement of personal rights on the Internet
NEW: John/Jane Doe lawsuit
•

•

•

the governmental draft includes the introduction of the lawsuit against a fictitious
defendant (Polish: ślepy pozew)
someone whose personal rights would be infringed on the Internet by a person unknown to
them will be able to file a lawsuit for the protection of these rights without providing the
defendant’s data
–

It is sufficient to indicate the URL where the offensive content was published, the date and time of publication and
the name of the user profile or login to be effectively brought to court.

–

If the court decides that the case is not manifestly unfounded, they will request the platform to provide user data.

the project takes into account postulates submitted, among others, by the Polish
Commissioner of Human Rights and NGOs

Regulation: the current situation
The intention:
PROTECTION OF THE
FREEDOM OF
SPEECH
The unintended (?)
consequence:
OVERREGULATION,
CENSORSHIP
What it is really
about:
POWER
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